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1. GENERAL INFORMATIONS
1.1 COORDINATION
C. Guieu (LOV, Villefranche-sur-Mer)
X. Durrieu de Madron (CEFREM, Perpignan)
R. Sempéré (MIO, Marseille)

1.2 WORKPACKAGES
The project is divided into several thematic approaches that were group into five work packages :
WP1 - Impact of hydrodynamics on biogeochemical budgets and ecosystems
Leaders:
P. Conan (LOMIC, Banyuls/mer). F. D’Ortenzio (LOV, Villefranche/mer),

Estournel (LA, Toulouse), P. Testor (LOCEAN, Paris)
WP2 - Ecological processes: biogeochemistry and food web interactions
Leaders:
S. Bonhommeau (IFREMER, Sète), F. Van-Wambeke (MIO, Marseille), F.

Carlotti (MIO, Marseille)
WP3 - Land-Sea interactions and extreme events
Leaders:
C. Rabouille (LSCE, Gif/Yvette), O. Radakovitch (CEREGE, Aix-en-Provence)
WP4 - Natural and anthropogenic air-sea interactions
Leaders:
F. Gazeau (LOV, Villefranche/mer), K. Desboeufs (LISA, Créteil), M. Mallet (LA,

Toulouse)
WP5 - Marine regionalisation planning
Leaders:
P. Koubbi (LOV, Villefranche/mer), J-O Irisson (LOV, Villefranche/mer)
Data management : C. Estournel (LA, Toulouse) in relation with L. Fleury (SEDOO, OMP, Toulouse)

1.3 NATIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE
MerMex coordinators and work packages leaders, and MOOSE coordinator (P. Raimbault or L. Mortier)
participate to the national steering committee.
Several members of the MerMex steering committee are also participants or WP leader of ChARMeX and
HYMeX
1.4 INTERNATIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE
The formation of an international committee is planned with the participation of the National steering
committee, representatives of collaborating Mediterranean research institutes (ISMAL, CNR, HCMR…)
1.5 INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS
Several projects focusing on anthropization on coastal northern and southern Mediterranean (northern
Africa) are currently in preparation for the period 2013-2015 in the framework of several national
programmes such as EnviMed.
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Note that the recently accepted LABEX entitled ‘Objectif Terre-Mediterranée’ (OT-Med) project that aims
to create a multidisciplinary “Earth Institute” for Mediterranean basin within the Aix-Marseille University
(AMU) is largely based on MISTRALS program and will support partly MerMex. For instance, PhD
scholarships for WP2 and WP4 applications have been already (2012) submitted for funding MerMex
Science. Post-doctoral fellowships will be submitted as well within the next months. Similarly, one joint
IRD-laboratoire mixte international (LMI) involving ECOSYM and MIO French laboratories as well as
INSTM-Tunisian marine research institute and Bizerte University is currently in preparation (submission
January 2013). Such a laboratory will concentrate on MerMex Science and will focus on several research
objectives of WP2, WP3 and WP4 including chemical/biological contamination of marine coastal waters
as well as Saharan dust impact on marine coastal biogeochemistry of Tunisia.
Furthermore, following discussions between MerMex and MOOSE PIs and marine scientists from Algeria
in February 2012 (http://mermex.com.univ-mrs.fr/spip.php?article144), a MerMex-research program
related to hydrological circulation and chemical/biological contamination in Algerian coastal area is
currently in preparation.
A convention d’échanges between CNRS and Italian CNR has been accepted in 2012 for funding WP4
science related to solar radiation attenuation in Mediterranean marine waters (PIs: B. Charrière, C.
Santinelli).
Multiple international collaborations are undertaken in the framework of the FP7 PERSEUS an MEDSEA
programs that comprises numerous research objectives of MerMex.

2. ORGANISATION OF THE PROJECT
Most of the studies will be based on the combination of in situ observations, laboratory and in situ
experiments, and numerical modeling. Interactions between pressures and processes will be addressed.
Observations will be used for the improvement and validation of the coupled models.
-

Budgets: Dedicated campaigns to assess the biogeochemical budgets in specific regions are
planned. They are necessary components coupled with long-term observing systems and modeling to
consider realistic modeling at regional scale.

-

Processes: Parameterizations of the processes that govern the biogeochemical cycles and
ecosystems will be addressed. New observations at key locations and periods (e.g. productive spring
period and oligotrophic summer period) will be made.

-

Experimental studies: A variety of experimentation in the laboratory (e.g., chemostat experiments
under controlled atmosphere and light) and field studies in large mesocosms will be conducted to
parameterize the processes associated to specific forcing (e.g., acidification, atmospheric inputs).

-

Modeling : Coupled models will be sued to simulate assess of the current and future trophic regime of
the Mediterranean Sea considering different scenarios (e.g., those developed for the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive to reach the Good Environmental Status by 2020). These models aim at (1)
representing complex situations with multiple natural or anthropogenic pressures, and (2) responding
to a broad spectrum of issues ranging from functional aspects (e.g., capacity of ecosystems to
sequester carbon) to influence of contaminants along the food chain.
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3. LINKS WITH OTHER PROJECTS
2.1 LINKS WITH OTHER MISTRALS PROJECTS
HYMEX (common field work in the NW mediterranean in 2012-2013). A common coordination of
the field work at sea between MERMEX and HYMEX has been set up.
CHARMEX (submitted: joint ANR project FARE: Forçage chimique Atmosphérique sur les cycles
maRins des nutriments et des métaux en MéditerranéE. In preparation: a proposal for a common
field cruise in the Mediterranean Sea in 2015: " PEAcEtIME - ProcEss studies at the Air-sEa
Interface: a Mediterranean Experiment)
2.2 LINKS WITH EU PROJECTS
HERMIONE (Hotspot Ecosystems Research and Man’s Impact on European Seas, 2009-2012)
MEDSEA (Mediterranean Sea Acidification in a Changing Climate, 2011-2013)
PERSEUS (Policy-oriented marine Environmental Research for the Southern EUropean Seas,
2012-2015)
2.3 LINKS WITH OBSERVATION SYSTEM
MOOSE (Mediterranean Ocean Observing System on Environment)
2.4 SUPPORT / ENDORSEMENT FROM INTERNATIONAL IGBP PROGRAMS
SOLAS (Surface Ocean Lower Atmosphere Study) (endorsed since 2011)
IMBER (Integrated Marine Biogeochemistry And Ecosystem ResearcH) (pending)
LOICZ (Land Ocean Interaction In The Coastal Zone) (pending)
2.5 LINKS WITH ANR AND REGIONAL PROJECTS
Current projects: EQUIPEX NAOS, LABEX-OT-MED, ANR SAM, ANR COSTAS, ANR FOCEA,
ANR ECOGELY, ANR MELODIE, ANR IBISCUS, ANR AMPED, RECIF PRADO, FRIOUL,
JELLYWATCH, FRB EMIBIOS, eFOCE, MERCATOR-CORIOLIS SIMED2, KARST’EAU, GIS
CLIMAT ENV SOC MED-ICCBIO, , Observatoire Sédiments Rhône
Submitted projects CHIPIE, ANR FARE, ANR I-DEWEX, ANR MICROTOXIC, ENVI-MED

4. GENERAL PLANNING
The project is presented for the 2012-2015 period, as ANR and European proposals submitted in early
2012 will run for 4 years (until 2015) if they are accepted. In this proposal, we present research actions of
each WP as well as a short description of the projects for which funding is requested to MISTRALS (see
ANNEXES).
Budgets and evolution of nutrient and some contaminants of the Mediterranean at the scale of the basin
will be studied in the WP1 through observations (in relation with MOOSE Observation program and
HyMeX) data analysis and modeling. The Selected strategy is based on the different trophic functioning
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defined by D'Ortenzio and D'Alcala (2009). Main WP1 action deals with the effects of dense water
formation on biogeochemical cycles (DEWEX action) and should start in 2012. WP1 will benefit from
NAOS Equipex project (F. D'Ortenzio), which plans to deploy more than 30 biogeochemical profiling
floats starting in 2012 in the whole Mediterranean area. Note that efforts in WP1 will be shared with the
FP7-Perseus program. WP1 activity will provide a large scale-interannual scale framework for the others
MerMex actions, particularly by developing a reference model on the basis of the DEWEX, NAOS and
HyMeX observations. For this reason, the timing is a crucial issue, as these two last operations are
planned for 2012-2013. The reference model will be the base for improved parameterizations developed
in the framework of the others MerMex WP’s (more specifically 2 and 5).
Ecological processes; biogeochemistry and food web interactions will be studied within WP2. More
specifically, this WP aims to study the Mediterranean ecosystem response to environmental climatic and
anthropogenic forcing in terms of carbon flux intensity and in terms of productivity of exploited resources
(from large to small phytoplankton cells, from crustacean to gelatinous zooplankton and from large to
small fishes). A significant part of this WP uses experimental approach (presently funded -2011-2012- by
LEFE, EC2CO, Region and one ANR project) in order to focus on selected forcing factors and on
selected species (bacteria, phytoplankton, gelatinous zooplankton). Another important action of WP2
concerns a 4-year observation platform of plankton communities (Action SPECIMED) at 4 stations in the
Gulf of Lion, in order to develop a predictive understanding of how epipelagic communities and
biogeochemical cycles will respond to the pressure of hydroclimatic and anthropogenic changes. It will be
crucial to maintain this project for 4 years, and at term, this operation should be integrated in MOOSE.
Finally, the vulnerability of pelagic trophic food webs up to the main exploited resources (tuna, hake, and
sardine/anchovy) will be implemented by spatial and temporal observations and modeling (MISTRALS,
ANR, FRB and EU projects). The necessity to consider of meso- and bathypelagic ecosystems is not
forgotten through multidisciplinary actions already done in WP1 and WP3.
WP3 deals with land-ocean processes including extreme events. The first two objectives concern the
transfer and transformation of carbon, nutrients and contaminants from the rivers through the coastal
zone to the open sea and its impacts on ecosystems. Such study requires satellite images from the
MODIS data set and modeling and fixed observations for particle collection and current speed, oxygen
and fluorescence in the Rhône River delta and near the city of Sète (Actions RIVERS and CASCADE).
Other actions concern more specifically the transfer and impact of contaminants through the marine food
web through observation and biology-geochemical-modeling approach (COPEL-ANR COSTAS and
COBEC). The contamination pathways and spatial scale of impact of large cities (Marseille, Toulon) on
the marine ecosystem is studied in a third action. Finally, the last aspect of this WP is the characterization
and quantification of the influence of the submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) on marine
ecosystems.
WP4 deals with natural and anthropogenic air-sea interactions and is strongly connected to IGBP-SOLAS
program and operationally connected to CharMex and MOOSE. The first objective of WP4 that deals
more specifically with the assessment of gas fluxes (CO2) and acidification and the impacts on
ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles is strongly connected to the FP7-MedSeA project, to the eFOCE
project (Foundation BNP-Paribas) and will apply for financial support from MISTRALS (CARBORHONE
and CALIBORON). Note that the CARBORHONE action is in line with WP3. Assessment of atmospheric
particles fluxes at the air-sea interface and their impact on biogeochemical cycles is studied within the
WP4 second objective. One ANR project has been funded in 2011 (ANR-SAM) and another one has
been submitted in 2012 (ANR-FARE). The influence of solar radiations on biogeochemical cycles is
studied in the third WP4 objective and includes the potential effect of aerosol and tropospheric ozone
attenuation on marine ecosystems. Such action (Sunmed) which is endorsed by Pôle de compétivité Mer
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PACA is an ongoing project that is largely financially supported by Conseil Géneral des Bouches du
Rhône (CG13) whereas MISTRALS funding is requested in 2012-2013 for the experimental approach
and modeling of the metabolic and structural changes of the bacterial community response to the phototransformation of dissolved organic matter (Mermex-Photomed)
Synthesis of data obtained from the different MerMex WPs will be used for ecosystem regionalisation and
conservation planning advice in the WP5, which can be viewed as a transversal action. Such task
includes defining regions based on mostly abiotic factors followed by bio-geographic regionalisation
giving rise to the definition of ecoregions (by using both taxonomic and environmental data). WP5 will
allow defining spatial organization as well as functional attributes of ecoregions. It will then estimate
ecosystem services that can be provided to society within each ecoregion through targeted
interdisciplinary studies, involving both oceanography and human sciences. The first objective (data
synthesis) comprises different actions scheduled for 2012-2015. They will be realized by gathering data
from existing literature and from different running observation programs such as MOOSE and SOMLIT.
Regionalization constitutes the core project of the second objective. Targeted studies will then guide the
definition of sensitive areas, according to their patrimonial and economical interest. The whole process
will be summarized in maps for deciders and citizens. WP5 actions will start mainly in 2012 with funding
from PERSEUS FP7.

5. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS AND PERSPECTIVES, AND WORKPLAN BY WP
5.1 WP1 – IMPACT OF HYDRODYNAMICS ON BIOGEOCHEMICAL BUDGETS AND ECOSYSTEMS
Objectives, schedule and outcomes
Objective 1

What is the spatio-temporal evolution of budget of biogenic elements and pelagic
ecosystem functioning of the Mediterranean in response to changes of deep water
formation?
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2013

Realization of the DEWEX experiment in the NW Mediterranean. This
action is based on the 3-level approach: long observation period (LOP)
enhanced observation period (EOP) and short observation period (SOP).
The SOP are made in conjunction with those of HYMEX and the LOP is
based on MOOSE (see working plan). [DEWEX]

2014-2015

Database supplying and
biogeochemical modeling

management.

Coupled

hydrodynamical-

Expected scientific outcomes:
Provision of a complete observational framework to explore the role of the physical
forcing and of its main processes in the area, the deep convection, on the
phytoplankton bloom and, all along a complete seasonal cycle, with a particular
emphasis on the winter/spring period.
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Sharing with similar initiatives developed by other Mediterranean countries. The
PERSEUS FP7 project and especially its WP1 which focus on gaps of knowledge in
regions such as the Adriatic, the Aegean Sea and the Levantine basin through data
analysis, process experiments and modeling at sub-basin scale should be the
opportunity to complete our actions. By encompassing all the Mediterranean ecoregions, these initiatives should make substantial progress in answering our scientific
questions. Indeed, only international initiatives will be able to tackle such scientific
questions at the scale of the whole Mediterranean Sea. Such effort requires longterm research and a significant effort in terms of funding (including R/V resources):
these two components are absolute prerequisites if we want to understand how
global and anthropogenic changes are affecting and will affect the functioning and
the budget of the Mediterranean Sea.

Links with other WPs and projects, funding
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5.2 WP 2 - ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES: BIOGEOCHEMISTRY AND FOOD WEB INTERACTIONS
Objectives, schedule and outcomes
Objective 1

Sensitivity and response of key pelagic and benthic species to changing environmental
factors
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2013
Impacts of temperature and pulsed inputs of organic matter on
heterotrophic prokaryotes. Process studies on physiology, observation and
modeling of life cycle, biometry and distribution of gelatinous plankton
(jellyfish and ctenophores) .
2013-2015

Setup of a network of experimental studies to understand the combined
effects of simultaneous forcing on key species (PFT) and “simple” food
webs.

Expected scientific outcomes
Knowledge of the physiological responses of key species or functional groups to
environmental changes, their adaptation to the changing environmental
conditions and potential consequences on ecosystem structures
Experimental investigation of potential cumulative effects (ex temperature and
resources)
Parameterization of key species dynamics in PFT in ecosystem models
Objective 2

Response of trophic food webs in term of community structure, functioning and
adaptation
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2014
Study on the seasonal change in epipelagic planktonic communities in the
Gulf of Lions. Study on end-to-end pelagic food web, integrated plankton
fish observation and modeling. Predatory impact of large fish (tunas) on
small pelagic fish.
2013-2015

Analysis and evaluation of the pelagic fish habitats in the Northwestern
Mediterranean Sea.

Expected scientific outcomes:
Assessment of the seasonal and inter-annual variability of the dynamics of the
pelagic assemblages (plankton and micronekton) and the vulnerability of pelagic
trophic food webs up to the main exploited resources (ex tuna, hake and
sardine/anchovy,…) in NW Mediterranean under the coupled hydroclimatic and
anthropogenic pressures
Objective 3

Feedback of marine ecosystem impacted by global change on biogeochemical cycles and
fish stock
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2015
Implementation of nested mesocale physical/biological models based on
going activities including highly resolved hydrodynamics, major
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biogeochemical ecosystem components, the fish marine food-web.
Improvement of processes parametrisation.
Expected scientific outcomes:
Simulation of the horizontal and vertical distribution of zooplankton and fish larvae, as
potential prey items for larval and juvenile fish, as well as the inter- and interannual
variability of these items relative to the mesocale structures
Identification of trophic cascades within the pelagic trophic food webs from both
bottom-up and top-down forcings and both climate- or human induced, such as
climat- induced nutrient availability or human induced fish removal.
Links with other WPs and projects, funding
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5.3 WP 3 – LAND-OCEAN INTERACTIONS INCLUDING EXTREME EVENTS
Objectives, schedule and outcomes
Objective 1

Characterize and model transfers and transformation of carbon, nutrients and
contaminants from the rivers through the coastal zone to the open sea and its impact on
ecosystems
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2013

Trimestrial cruises for water column and sediments samples to estimate
particles and organic matter dispersal across the shelf. Acquisition of
satellite images for ocean color, surface particles and POC from the
MODIS dataset. [Rivers]

2012-2015

Monitoring of the Rhone River discharges, deposition and particle transport
on the shelf. Fixing existing observation stations next to the Rhone and Têt
rivers, and off Sète.

2013-2015

Integrated modeling from river prodelta to canyon transfer coupling water
circulation, biogeochemistry in both the water column and sediments and
particle dynamics. [CASCADE]

Expected scientific outcomes:
• Input and fate of dissolved and particulate matter (carbon, nutrient and contaminants)
from the rivers to the adjacent coastal zone. Transformation of particulate carbon and
nutrients in the water column and sediments will be particularly studied, especially
during flood events.
• Secondary transport and transformation on the shelf of the Gulf of Lions.
Resuspension and transport processes occurring during storms will be investigated
with respect to organic particles.
• Export processes and quantification in Western Canyons. Dense water formation and
its associated load of carbon and nutrients will be investigated in order to constrain
parameters leading to massive export of these components to the deep
Mediterranean Sea.
Objective 2

Characterize and model transfers and impacts of contaminants through the marine food
web
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2014

Study of benthic processes which can concentrate or transform trace
metals or organic pollutants by diagenetic or microbial processes in the
sediment (or at the interface) and transfer them to macrobenthos.
Experiments in the Thau lagoon, Toulon Bay, Moroccan and Tunisian
Sites. First analyses of metal and organic contaminants on ubiquitous
species of benthos from the Gulf of Lion. [COBEC]
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Study on the accumulation of contaminants within the pelagic trophic chain.
(to be discussed in 2012 based on the results from ANR COSTAS).
[COPEL]

Expected scientific outcomes:
• Determination of the rates and mechanisms of transformation and degradation of
contaminants within the sediment by microbial and geochemical processes and the
transfer to macro-invertebrates.
• Determination of the processes acting on the bioaccumulation of contaminants along
pelagic and trophic chains. The comparison between strictly pelagic fish and strictly
benthic fish food webs would allow to determine (1) if the transfer of contaminants
follows similar patterns in the water column and in soft-bottoms habitats, (2) if there
are differences in contaminant concentrations at similar trophic levels in pelagic and
benthic food webs, and (3) if diagenetic processes induce specific transformation of
contaminants that could be traced along the benthic food web. Such a comparison
has never been conducted until now.

Objective 3

Characterize the contamination pathways and spatial scale of impact of large cities on the
marine ecosystems
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012

Study on the impact of raining events on the spreading of hydrocarbons,
PAHs, metals, organic matter, nutrients and chlorophyll in the Bay of
Marseille. [C3A]

2012-2013

Continuation of studies on contaminant behaviour and transfer from
sediments in the Toulon bay including new tracers (Pb isotopes and TBT)
or processes (benthic micro and macro-organisms). [C3A]

Expected scientific outcomes:
Determination of the physico-chemical processes controlling the fate of contaminants
from urban inputs to the coastal zone. The results would allow a better modeling of
contaminants transfer to the open sea. The identified processes will be also of
interest to understand the main mechanisms responsible for contaminants transfer to
the food chain (Action 2).
Description of the main mechanisms which influence contaminants transfer (diffusive,
particle re-suspension / sedimentation, …) at the water/sediment interface. The
comprehension of such processes will also be of interest for Action 1 and 2.

Objective 4

Characterize and quantify the influence of submarine groundwater discharges (SGD) on
marine ecosystems.
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2013
Assessment of the influence of SGD on local ecosystems (around the PortMiou spring in the karst area of the Calanques, and near the Bonifacio
Springs in Corsica (regional funds)). [SDG]
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Evaluation of coastal groundwater inputs along the coast from the Rhone
to Banyuls/mer, based on short half-life radionuclides budget. [SDG]

Expected scientific outcomes:
Evaluation of the contribution of SGD to coastal nutrient mass balances and to the
chemistry of the coastal water column.
Evaluation of the influence of submarine groundwater exchange at the scale of
continental shelves.

Links with other WPs and projects, funding
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5.4 WP 4 - NATURAL AND ANTHROPOGENIC AIR-SEA INTERACTIONS
OBJECTIVES, SCHEDULE AND OUTCOMES
Objective 1 -

Assessment of gas fluxes and acidification – Impacts on ecosystems and biogeochemical
cycles
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2013

Reconstruction of past pH/Temp variations using mediterranean calcifiers.
Description and monitoring of the carbonate chemistry in the
Mediterranean Sea. Experimental study the effect of ocean acidification on
the functioning of the planktonic assemblages, and on the growth and
metabolism of the Mediterranean mussel. Modeling of the processes
controlling the biogeochemical cycles in the Mediterranean Sea and
description of future scenarii considering ocean acidification and warming.
[CALIBORON] [CARBORHONE]

2012-2013

Effect of ocean acidification on the functioning of benthic communities

2012-2015

Effect of ocean acidification on the speciation of nutritive elements issued
from atmospheric deposition and river runoff (UPMC Emergence project
submitted)

2012-2013

Prospective around the elaboration of an international pH monitoring
program in the Mediterranean Sea. 2012: evaluation of pH sensors in
terms of cost and stability and discussions with international partners

2015

Common field cruise with ChARMeX in the Mediterranean Sea in 2015: "
PEAcEtIME - ProcEss studies at the Air-sEa Interface: a Mediterranean
Experiment) (Letter of intend to CNFE in September 2012 and to
MISTRALS in 2013 and proposition to ANR in 2014)

Expected scientific outcomes:
Documentation of past, present and future variations of seawater pH in the
Mediterranean Sea and anticipate the effects of future pH decrease on the behaviour
of key organisms and ecosystems of the Mediterranean Sea.

Objective 2 -

Assessment of fluxes of atmospheric particles to the interface air-sea and impact on
biogeochemical cycles
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2013-2014

Relation between atmospheric deposition fluxes and the pool of seawater
nutrients and anticipate the future impact of dust deposition on the nutrient
cycles

2012-2014

Characterization and parameterization of the effects of atmospheric and
riverine chemical forcing both on the quantity and quality of organic matter
(OM) in the surface waters
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2012-2014

Role of marine chemistry on the organic aerosol emission. Effect of sea
water pollutant contamination on the produced marine aerosol properties

2015

Common field cruise with Charmex in the Mediterranean Sea in 2015: "
PEAcEtIME - ProcEss studies at the Air-sEa Interface: a Mediterranean
Experiment) (Letter of intend to Commission Flotte in September 2012 and
to MISTRALS in 2013 and proposition to ANR in 2014)

Expected scientific outcomes:
Quantification of both emission and inputs of atmospheric particles at the air-sea
interface (link with CharMex) and estimation of the contribution of atmospheric
deposition on the pool of seawater (bio-available) nutrients as well as its effect on the
composition and the functioning of the ecosystems in the Mediterranean Sea.

Objective 3 -

Influence of solar radiations on ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2015

Determine the potential effect of naturel (dust) and anthropogenic
(polluted) aerosols and tropospheric ozone on Ultraviolet (UV) and Visible
(VIS) attenuation at the sea surface. Determine the impact on marine
ecosystems, aerosol precursors production and seagrass rarefaction.
[FRIOUL]

2012-?

Experimental approach and modeling of the metabolic and structural
changes of the bacterial community in response to the
phototransformations of dissolved organic matter. [PHOTOMED]

2015

Common field cruise with Charmex in the Mediterranean Sea in 2015: "
PEAcEtIME - ProcEss studies at the Air-sEa Interface: a Mediterranean
Experiment” (Letter of intend to CNFE in September 2012 and to
MISTRALS in 2013 and proposition to ANR in 2014))

Expected scientific outcomes:
Quantification of (1) changes in UV and PAR radiation availability at the sea-surface
due to the aerosol and ozone dimming and (2) on solar penetration, (3) together with
the possible impacts on the net community production, community structure, aerosol
precursors production and seagrass development.
Characterization of (1) the photochemical changes for organic matter with different
origins relevant for the Mediterranean Sea, (2) the bacterial metabolic and structure
changes in response to these photochemical changes, (3) the bacterial metabolic
changes according to the photochemical changes of DOM and (4) the main metabolic
pathways modified in response to the photochemical changes by the use of a
metatranscriptomic approach.
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Links with other WPs and projects, funding
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5.5 WP 5 – MARINE REGIONALISATION PLANNING
Objectives, schedule and outcomes
Objective 1

Data collection and treatment to make these data homogeneous and workable for GIS
treatment
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2013
Database creation. Literature review and metadata preparation (EU
PERSEUS). Geo-localisable data about Mediterranean hydrology and
community composition will be gathered from existing literature, various
internet sources as well as from MerMeX projects. In particular, it will
include data from preexisting data depositories, such as IOBIS, COPEPOD
or PANGEA, and from observation programs, such as MOOSE, SOMLIT,
and NAOS.
2014-2015

Database supplying and management using new MerMex data.

Expected scientific outcomes:
Supply of data layers of a geographic information system required for bio- and ecoregionalisation.
Provision of data layers to the MerMex community (with access controlled by data
owners). Information on existing and lacking data to plan new field campaigns
focused on lacking knowledge.

Objective 2

Bio- and eco-regionalisation
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2012-2014
Regionalisation of Mediterranean waters. Using all available hydrological
data (i.e. temperature, salinity, chlorophyll-a and nitrogen concentration), a
bioregionalisation of Mediterranean waters will be defined using clustering
methods adapted to large sets. In parallel, a regionalization using both
hydrological and taxonomic data (ecoregionalisation) will be conducted.
These regionalisations will be compared to evaluate changes induced by
the addition of new and/or more detailed variables. [REGIONALISATION]
Expected scientific outcomes:
Definition of Mediterranean bio- and ecoregions will give a simplified and
comprehensive picture of its ecological organization.

Objective 3

Evaluation of natural and anthropogenic pressures and synthesis in terms of vulnerability
of marine ecoregions
Actions scheduled for the 2012-2015 period
2014
Collection of social and economical data for each ecoregion. Ecosystem
services will be quantified given the composition and functioning unique
to each ecoregion. These evaluations will be based on data and literature
review as well as a workgroup involving MerMeX experts in various fields.
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Definition and mapping of sensitive regions. Vulnerable areas will be
defined as areas sensitive to the pressures experienced by ecosystems
and in which those pressures are expected to be particularly strong.

Expected scientific outcomes:
Quantification of natural and anthropogenic pressures in each ecoregion.
Index of ecosystem services associated with homogenous and unique biological
assemblages.
Definition of areas of high ecological interest (patrimonial hot-spot).Definition of
vulnerable areas.

Links with other WPs and projects, funding
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6. WORKING PLANs
6.1 DETAILLED WORKING PLAN OF CRUISES PER WP FOR 2012-2013

6.2 WORKING PLAN OF OBJECTIVES PER WP for 2012-2015
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7. SUMMARY OF REQUIRED RESOURCES
5.1 FUNDING MANAGEMENT
Fundings are and will be asked to different agencies (regions, ANR, Europe) and MISTRALS. The
fundings requested to MISTRALS will serve mutual actions and will be dedicated to :
Funding or co-funding of specific actions, primarily consumables and missions that have priority for
the advancement and benefit of the whole project.
Funding of meetings and presentation of the projects in scientific meetings, as well as limited funding
for post-doc and PhD presentation in scientific meetings;

5.2 PLURIANNUAL (2001-2013) FUNDING
Budgets for 2011 and budget projections for 2012 and 2013 are presented. The provisional budget for
2013 is only indicative as several actions also depends on the outcome of ANR proposals. Some actions
already started in 2010, with partial (ex. MerMex-Cascade, MerMex Rivers) or no (Specimed) funding
from MISTRALS.
Year
Funding program
Coordination
WP1
WP2
WP3
WP4
WP5
Total 2011

2011
Mistrals (K€)
14.3
1.8
55.7
84.8
43.4

ANR (K€)

48

177
78

200

622

255

ETP permanent staff
22.4

Autres (K€)
90
41

574

ETP PhD and post-doc
15

Year
Funding program
Coordination
WP1
WP2
WP3
WP4
WP5
Total 2012

Europe (K€)

131

Permanent staff cost (K€)
1120

2012
Mistrals (K€)
9.7
82
26.3
62
20

ANR (K€)

200 (*)

432

384
48

Europe (K€)

Autres (K€)

153
22
195
77
50
497

90

4
94

(*) This amount consider an exemption of shiptime cost amounting to ~ 99 K € for cruises carried out in
2012 on coastal vessels (Tethys II and Antedon II).

ETP permanent staff
26.3

ETP PhD and post-doc
18
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Permanent staff cost (K€)
1315
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Year
Funding program
Coordination
WP1
WP2
WP3
WP4
WP5
Total 2012

2013
Mistrals (K€)
10
120
86
135
39
10
400

ANR (K€)

Europe (K€)

Autres (K€)

153
22
195
47
47 (**)

50
420

0

(*) This amount consider an exemption of shiptime cost amounting to ~ 60 K€ for cruises carried out in 2013
on coastal vessels (Tethys II and Antedon II)
(**) This budget does not include fundings from ANR proposals submitted in 2012 (ANR I-DEWEX, ANR
FARE, ANR MICROTOXIC).

ETP permanent staff
23.6

ETP PhD and post-doc
17

Permanent staff cost (K€)
1180

FUNDING REQUESTED TO MISTRALS IN 2012: 200 K€
FUNDING REQUESTED TO MISTRALS IN 2013: 400 K€

8. ANNEXES
SUMMARY SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECTS FUNDED BY MISTRALSAND / OR FOR
WHICH FUNDING IS REQUESTED TO MISTRALS

WP1 – DEWEX, OSMO
WP2 – SPECIMED, PPNWSN, TEOBFT
WP3 – RIVERS, CASCADE, COBEC, C3A, SDG
WP4 – CALIBORON, CARBOTHIONE, PHOTOMED
WP5 – REGIONALISATION
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Short description of the actions funded by MISTRALS
and / or
for which funding is requested to MISTRALS

WORKPACKAGE 1
DEWEX

Impacts of deep water formation on Mediterranean pelagic ecosystems

OSMO

Oxygen sensors monitoring project

WORKPACKAGE 2
SPECIMED

Structures of planktonic ecosystems in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea

TEOBFT

Trophic ecology of bluefin tuna in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea

PPNWSN

Pelagics populations in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea

WORKPACKAGE 3
RIVERS

Influence of extreme events on river delivery of particulate organic carbon,
nutrient and contaminants, their fate in the delta and continental shelf and
their impact on ecosystems

CASCADE

Influence of Cascading, Storm, Convection, Advection, and Downwelling
Events on shelf-slope exchanges

COBEC

Contamination of benthic chains

COPEC

Contamination of pelagic chains

C3A

Contamination pathways and spatial scale of impact of large cities on the
marine ecosystems

SDG

Influence of submarine groundwater discharges on marine ecosystems

WORKPACKAGE 4
CARBORHONE

Carbon Cycle in the Rhône estuary and Gulf of Lions

CALIBORON

Calibration of paleo-pH reconstruction technique based on boron isotopes in
calcareous species (corals and bivalves) from the Mediterranean Sea:
quantification of surface water acidification due to industrial era

PHOTOMED

Metabolic and structural changes of the bacterial community in response to
the phototransformations of dissolved and particulate organic matter in the
Mediterranean Sea

WORKPACKAGE 5
REGIONALISATION

Marine regionalisation planning
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WP1 - Objective 1
Spatio-temporal evolution of budget of biogenic elements and pelagic ecosystem functioning of the
Mediterranean in response to changes of deep water formation?
Actions DEWEX and OSMO.
Principal objectives of the action DEWEX
Impacts of deep water formation on Mediterranean pelagic ecosystems
Participants :
P. Conan, LOMIC (Banyuls/mer) Biogeochemistry
F. D’Ortenzio , LOV (Villefranche/mer), Physical biological interactions
C. Estournel, LA (Toulouse) Hydrodynamic modelling
P. Testor, LOCEAN (Paris) Physical oceanography
V. Tallandier, LOV (Villefranche/mer) Autonomous platforms
F. Carlotti, MOI (Marseille) Biology
F. Diaz, MOI (Marseille) Biogeochemical modelling
C. Ulses, LA (Toulouse) Biogeochemical modelling
P. Raimbault (MIO), Biogeochemistry, MOOSE coordinator
Principal objectives :
Phytoplankton blooms in the Mediterranean Sea are intrinsically tied to deep and bottom water formation.
The ubiquitous oligotrophy of the basin derives by the upper layer density stratification, which is primarily
induced by the eastward flow of the Atlantic Water and by the relatively weak atmospheric forcing. However,
in the regions where deep water formation occurs, the preconditioning mechanisms (i.e. large scale cyclonic
circulation) and the intense mixing induced by local atmospheric conditions strongly increase the nutrients
uptake in the surface layers, generating favorable conditions to phytoplankton growth.
The most important bloom of the basin is recurrently observed in the NW Mediterranean Sea. Bloom starts
at the end of winter, when density restratification occurs and, consequently, the injected nutrients could be
exploited by phytoplankton. As in all temperate areas, the evolution of the mixed layer depth and its
convolution/forcing of nutricline, likely explains most of the biogeochemical variability of the region.
In the NW Mediterranean, although the general mechanisms are relatively well elucidated, the relationship
between bloom and mixed layer depth (and more particularly deep convection) is still unclear. The simple
equation “more convection equals more phytoplankton” is probably misleading.
Firstly, the impact on the bloom of the mesoscale processes, which have certainly a key role in modulating
the nutrients redistribution after deep convection events (Levy et al. 1998), is still poorly characterized. More
importantly, the characterization of the “history” of the water column and of the mixed later depth, from the
first cooling occurring in fall to the definitive restratification at the end of winter, is probably a crucial factor to
establish more robust cause-effect relationships between the physical forcing and the phytoplankton
response in the area (Auger, 2011).
The DEWEX experiment proposes to fill this gap, using an integrated combination of autonomous platforms,
in situ ship’s sampling and modeling. The central idea of DEWEX is to continuously sample at mesoscale
the evolution of the mixed layer and of its biogeochemical material content over the whole NW
Mediterranean area and for a complete seasonal cycle, in order to directly associate the “key” bloom events
(i.e. its upset and decay) to the forcing mechanisms occurring in the area all along the year.
Implementation (observations at sea, experiment/ modelling):
Monitoring a large sub-basin as the NW Mediterranean Sea for a whole seasonal cycle is virtually
impossible with “classical” strategies. The approach proposed by Dow-Ex is based on a four integrated and
hierarchical actions: integrated as they share the parameters and the general objectives; hierarchical as the
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most informative actions will be performed during key periods whereas the less informative operations will
be used to maintain observations between them. More specifically:
“Large” Cruises: two one-month cruises will be carried out in February and April 2013 in the NW
Mediterranean Sea, with a relatively resolved station plan and a complete sampling of ecosystems
parameters (i.e. nutrients, organic matter, Chlorophyll, bacterial diversity, primary and bacterial production,
pigments, plankton diversity and abundance). The main objective of these cruises is to retrieve a picture as
much complete as possible of the state of the basin at the end of the winter and of the ecosystems structure
at the bloom upset.
“Light” Cruises: two 20 days-long cruises will be carried out in September 2012 and 2013 in the NW
Mediterranean. Main objective is to obtain information on the physical and biogeochemical conditions of the
area at two key moments of the seasonal cycle: September, when the destratification process increases
mixed layer depth starting to homogenize nutrients in the water column; June, when stratification of the
water column is well established and oligotrophy and ultraoligotrophic condition are established. They will
also allow to define and characterize roughly the physical and biogeochemical conditions of the region, to
furnish two observational milestones to anchor autonomous and modeling actions.
“Autonomous” monitoring: 4 biogeochemical gliders, 5 ARGO and 5 PROVBIO profiling floats will be
deployed to survey the area during the fall 2012 - winter 2013 period. Equipped with physical sensors,
autonomous platforms will permanently and intensively monitor the area, allowing to reconstruct the “history”
of the water column during the fall 2012 – spring 2013 period. Additionally, biogeochemical sensors on
gliders and profiling floats (i.e. Chl, CDOM, NO3, Irradiance, Oxygen) will offer a complete picture of the
spatio-temporal evolution of the biogeochemical dynamics of the area, and its coupling with the physical
one. Integrated with ocean color and infrared satellite sensors, “Autonomous” monitoring will generate a
complete picture of the evolution of the physical environment and on the basic ecosystems parameters
between the “Light” cruises of September 2012 and 2013 and the “Large” Cruises of February and April
2013.
Finally, a coupled hydrodynamic ecosystem modeling approach in DEWEX will allow integrating the whole
observational effort in a single framework (hydrodynamic model SYMPHONIE running at about 1km
resolution, coupled with a biogeochemical model (Auger et al., 2011). The impact of convection on the
planktonic ecosystem has been extensively studied with modelling (PhD of P.A Auger) but a number of
points need to be checked with observations. Simulations outputs will be also intensively exploited before
the experimental periods to better plan the sampling strategy (definition of the gliders trajectories and/or the
profiling floats deployment area)s. Atmospheric forcing, key point of the modelling, will be completely
characterized by an intense survey planned in the Hymex project framework mainly based on numerous
measurements of air/sea parameters.
Duration :
36 months (2012-2014). There are strong complementarities with the HyMeX SOPs in 2012 and 2013 which
plan to carry out intense monitoring of the ocean and atmosphere mixed layers and air/sea fluxes in the NW
Mediterranean area. Gliders lines in the NW Mediterranean basin during 2012-13 will be funded by MOOSE,
PERSEUS, HYMEX and MERMEX. Moreover, the Equipex NAOS project planned to deploy the first 5
PROVBIO profiling floats in early 2013.
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe

ANR

Mistrals

Person months

80

180

115

200

2011
2012
2013

110

310 (submitted)

2014

110

310 (submitted)

120

310 (submitted)

100

2015
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Principal objectives of the action OSMO
Oxygen sensors monitoring project
Participants :
D. Lefevre, MOI (Marseille)
L. Chirurgien, MOI (Marseille)
Principal objectives and results:
Climate changes are altering our oceans in two well-known ways: acidification and sea level rise. But
oceanic temperature increase has another effect: oxygen depletion.
Oxygen depletion poses a growing problem for marine life and fisheries. At first, as concentrations of
greenhouse gases rise and the Earth warms, ocean temperatures rise, and since warmer water not only
expands but also holds less oxygen than colder water. Second, and more importantly, global warming
stratifies the upper ocean, further limiting the oxygen supply to deeper waters. It is predicted that global
ocean oxygen levels to drop anywhere from one to seven percent over the next century. Also this process
will expand regions of low oxygen water (OMZ) which have stressful and even deadly potential for marine
life (OMZ).
For these many reasons, over the years, in our laboratory we have build up different strategy to monitor the
oxygen concentration in the ocean and its associated dynamics. More recently we have been involved in the
challenging opportunity of joining the ANTARES telescope consortium. This had allowed us to deploy
oceanographic sensors for real time observation of the environment. Throughout numerous projects, we
managed to build up some oxygen concentration and oxygen dynamics time series to monitor the deep
Mediterranean sea oxygen content in relation to hydrological and biological properties. These time series
requires and careful procedure for preparing and the deployed sensors. The critical point for oxygen sensor
is to be able to calibrate the sensor prior and after deployment.
The aim of this project is to build a laboratory automated calibration facility for oxygen sensor at 30 oxygen
concentration and 30 temperature dedicated to the community after validation.
This year (2011), our activity was dedicated to the design the equipment (Glassware, temperature control,
gaz control, etc ..) in close relationship with Aanderaa, Ifremer, and CSIRO who have already developed
different plateforms. In 2012, we will acquire the required equipment to setup the calibration plateform and
defined the calibration procedure.

Scheme of the calibration
plateform
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Duration :
108 months (2011-2020)
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

CPER

Mistrals

Person months

1.8

4

2

5

2013

5

4

2014

2

3

2015

2

3

2011
2012

Publications / Communications :
Argo O2 meeting, may 2011, Brest

22
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WP2 - Objective 2
Responses of trophic food webs in term of community structure, functioning and adaptation?
Actions SPECIMED, TEOBFT, PPNWMS

Principal objectives and results of the action SPECIMED
Structures of Planktonic Ecosystems in the North-western Mediterranean

Participants:
B. Queguiner, MIO, Coordinator and cruise chief scientist, Responsible for phytoplankton,
F. Carlotti, MIO, Coordinator and Cruise chief scientist, Responsible for zooplankton and modelling,
F. Diaz, MIO, Responsible for biogeochemical modeling,
M. Zhou, MIO, Responsible for towed captors, integration of physical and biological data and modelling,
J.L. Devenon, MIO, Cruise chief scientist, Responsible for towed captors, integration of physical data and
modelling,
A. Doglioli, MIO, Cruise chief scientist, Responsible for turbulence measurements,
A. Petrenko, MIO, Cruise chief scientist, Responsible for turbulence measurements,
I. Pairaud, IFREMER, Responsible for ADCP implementation and satellite data,
M. Pagano, MIO, Responsible for mesozooplankton,
K. Leblanc, MIO, Cruise chief scientist, Responsible for biogeochemical data acquisition,
C. Pinazo, MIO, Responsible for biogeochemical data integration and modelling,
I. Salter, LOMIC, Cruise chief scientist, Responsible for biogeochemical data acquisition,
R. Vuillemin, LOMIC (Banyus/mer), Cruise chief scientist, Responsible for biogeochemical data acquisition,
A. Desnues, MIO biogeochemical sampling
V. Cornet-barthaux, MIO, phytoplankton taxonomy
M. Golbol, MIO, sampling and phytoplankton taxonomy
O. Grosso, MIO, sampling and biogeochemical analyses
D. Malengros, MIO, minibat and CTD rosette processing
N. Neffati, MIO zooplankton sampling and analysis
Principal objectives and results:
SPEciMed aims at establishing a 4-year observation platform of plankton communities incl. bacteria, phyto-,
microzoo- and mesozooplankton and associated biogeochemical cycles of major elements (C, N, P, and Si).
As a step towards operational management of marine ecosystems SPEciMed will develop a predictive
understanding of how marine biogeochemical cycles and ecosystems respond to changing forcings,
including how large-scale climatic variations impact regional ecosystems quantitative functioning through the
changing physical dynamics and the alteration of biogeochemical cycles. SPEciMed relies on the joint
expertise of oceanographers from the fields of physics, chemistry and biology to comprehend the whole
reactional continuum ultimately controlling the response of ecosystems.
The 4-years project relies on the existing SOMLIT coastal stations of Marseille (SOFCOM) and Banyuls/mer
(SOLA) and implement the two shelf stations JULIO (SE entrance of the GoL) and MOLA (SW exit). In
addition, following the dialogue with the PI of MOOSE, we plan to associate the examination of samples
taken on the two sites: Antares and Lion. Specific objectives include the establishment of a multi-sites plan
of joined observations relying on the OSUs of the GoL, the implementation of modern methods of
investigation to describe the temporal evolution of the coast-shelf continuum (moving vessel profilers
equipped with in situ particle analyzers – LISST, LOPC, CTD –, en route shipboard measurements –
fluorescence, flow cytometry, ADCP, CT –, discrete continuous vertical measurements at stations – LOPC,
LISST, fluorescence, CTD, SCAMP), and the development of a coupled physical-biogeochemical modelling
approach as a predictive tool for the temporal evolution of disturbed ecosystems. The initial strategy rests
on monthly visits using coastal vessels. In parallel, SPECIMED wishes to gradually initiate the same type of
approach in other Mediterranean sectors (Nice-Calvi transect in collaboration with the Université de Liège,
transfer of competences towards the University of Bizerte then the University of Algiers,.
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On the Marseille study site, 20 routine operations at-sea were carried out between May 2010 and February
2012, including the first seasonal cruise SPEciMed/MVP-01 (9-15 February 2012)..Hydrological parameters
(CTD / chlorophyll fluorescence), biogeochemical parameters (nutrients, particulate matter composition:
POC, PON, POP, BSi/LSi) and biological parameters (water samples for the enumeration of organisms
microphytoplanktonic, net samples for microphytoplankton and mesozooplankton) were sampled regularly
since the beginning of the program..The SCAMP has been deployed nine times since November 2010.. Also
three LISST and LOPC deployments have been made in 2011. Seven transects MINIBAT (equipped with a
CTD) were also performed and the towed ADCP was successfully tested in October and December 2011,
as well as in January 2012. The analysis and interpretation of raw data from the various sensors are
underway, including turbulence.
On the Banyuls/mer site, SPEciMed started in January 2010. On the Banyuls study site, 16 routine
operations at-sea were carried out between January 2010 and February 2012.
Originally planned sampling schedule for
SPEciMed–MVP cruises realized in FEbruary
2012. This first seasonal cruise has
demonstrated the feasibility of using the
MVP300 in difficult sea conditions.

Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person months

2011

41

45.9

35

2012

20.5

20.8

69

2013

20.5

81

71

81

72

2014
2015

Master, PhDs and post-doc:
- 2 fixed-term contrats founded on other projets with participation up to 20 %. M. Golbol, L. Guilloux
- 1 funded PhD student. N. Nefatti
Links with workpackages
WP1 (DEWEX), WP5.
Publications / Communications
Queguiner et al : SPEciMed: a multi–year survey program of Mediterranean pelagic coastal
ecosystems in a context of global change, Poster, 2012 Ocean Science Meeting, Salt Lake City.
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Principal objectives and results of the action TEOBFT
Trophic ecology of bluefin tuna in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea

Participants
J.-M. Fromentin IFREMER, UMR EME (Sète) Co-coordinator of the project, statistical analyses
S. Bonhommeau IFREMER, UMR EME (Sète) Co- coordinator of the project, statistical analyses
L. Métral IFREMER, UMR EME (Sète) Stomach Contents analyses
B. Brisset IFREMER, UMR EME (Sète). Stomach Contents analyses
C. Mellon IFREMER, UMR EME (Sète). Isotopes ans Stomach Contents analyses
M. Potier IRD, UMR EME (Sète). Stomach Contents analyses
F. Ménard: IRD, UMR EME (Sète). Isotopes and Statistical analyses
D. Banaru: University of Marseille (Luminy). Stomach Contents analyses.
N. Bierne: CNRS (station biologique de Sète). Genetic and Statistical analyses
Principal objectives and results:
The Gulf of Lions and the adjacent offshore region is one of the key feeding habitats for juveniles Atlantic
Bluefin tuna in the whole Mediterranean Sea and North Atlantic. Therefore, this area has been intensively
exploited by various European fleets for more a century, firstly through a bait boat fishery during the late
19th and the early 20th centuries and more recently through the purse seiner fishery. However, the strong
overexploitation of this highly emblematic fish species during the last two decades has led the ICCAT
commission to take strong management measure. A rebuilding plan has been established in 2007 to avoid a
potential risk of collapse of this population. Among the various regulations, a major one has been to
increase the minimum size limit for fishing to 30 kg which roughly corresponds to the age-at-maturity (with a
tolerance for some artisanal fleet). Consequently, the northwestern Mediterranean Sea is no more exploited
by the powerful purse seiner fleets (which are further submitted to a restricted fishing season) and the total
catch extracted from the Gulf of Lions has decreased substantially since 2008 (by about 90%).
Scientific surveys carried out by Ifremer (through aerial spotting) indicated that higher abundance of
juveniles bluefin tuna in the northwest Mediterranean could reflect the positive outcomes from this increase
minimum size regulation. According to these scientific surveys, the densities of juveniles BFT in the Gulf of
Lions have doubled over the last two years (2009-2010) in comparison the previous period (2000-2003).
While this result is undeniably a good news for the stock-status and management of this endangered
species, such an increase in abundance of this voracious and opportunistic top-predator may affect the
pelagic ecosystem functioning by inducing a substantial increase in predation on small pelagic fish
(anchovy, sardine, blue whiting, sprat, mackerel) and other pelagic organisms (shrimps, especially
Meganyctiphanes norvegica , squids, pelagic crabs). This possibility has recently put forward to (partially)
explain the steep decline in anchovy and sardine populations of the Gulf of Lions.
Therefore, the principal aims of this study are to:
1. Evaluate the diet composition of juvenile bluefin tuna in the Gulf of Lions through the analyses of
stomach content, genetic and isotopes samples.
2. Compare these estimates with information from past studies (especially those carried out by the
University of Marseille during the early 2000s) to evaluate potential changes in diet composition
through time.
3. Compare these estimates with information from studies carried out in other feeding grounds (mostly
Bay of Biscay, Adriatic Sea and Levantine Sea) to evaluate potential changes in diet composition
through space/area.
4. Estimate the potential predation rate of bluefin tuna on the small pelagic fish and other foraging
compartments of the Gulf of Lions ecosystem.
Methodology and work plan
1. Collection of biological samples: To get a representative sampling, stomachs of juveniles Bluefin
tuna have to be collected in different locations of the Gulf of Lions through the 3 main seasons
(spring – summer – falls) and over two years. Assuming a minimum size samples of 30 fish / given
temporal sample; 240 stomachs will have to be collected during the project (i.e. 40 fish * 3 seasons
* 2 years). Together with the stomach, a biological sample (a piece of white muscle and liver) will be
also acquired on all the fish to conduct the isotopes analyses.
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2. Stomach Contents analyses: The identification of the different preys at the species level from
stomach content is time consuming and deserves experience, but the small consortium of this
project will include IRD scientists who have a large experience on the analysis of stomach contents
of tropical tuna as well as scientists from Ifremer and University of Marseille having experience on
the fauna of the Gulf of Lions.
3. The Isotopes analyses (δ13C and δ15N signatures) will be performed by an external laboratory
that is specialized and well equipped for such a task (that has already worked with Ifremer and IRD
teams).
4. The genetic analysis aims at identifying all the ingested species that cannot be detected through
the standard optical procedure, especially all the species displaying a high rate of deterioration
and/or do not provide hard structure, such as the jellyfish. This part of the work is important as
jellyfish are suspected to provide a significant portion of the tuna diet (and other top predator such
as the turtle), but this has been poorly quantified so far because of the lack of data or technique. To
do so, a homogeneous sample of each stomach will be prepared and sent to a well-equipped
external laboratory/plateform.
5. Statistical and modelling analyses: The small consortium of the project has a good expertise on
bluefin tuna and a wide experience in quantitative data analysis and will therefore perform all the
statistical analyses to interpret the results from stomach contents, isotopes and genetic data. These
analyses will provide the diet composition and the trophic level of bluefin tuna in the Gulf of Lions
and will evaluate their spatial and temporal variations. The consortium will further use ecosystem
models, such as Ecopath and Osmose, to quantify bluefin tuna predation rate on small pelagics fish
and other key forage species in this area.
103 juvenile BFT have been collected. Biological information (weight, length) have collected and 40
stocmachs have been collected and analyzed. The diet composition is mainly anchovies (80% of stomach
contents), sardines, sprats, and squids. The genetic analyses are under way to investigate the potential
other (gelatinous) species present in the stomach.
Duration:
24 months (mi 2011- mi 2013)

Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

ICCAT

Mistrals

Person months

2011

5

5

4.7

10

5

2.5

10

2012
2013
2014
2015

Links with other workpackages :
WP2 (PPNWMS)
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Principal objectives and results of the action PPNWMS
Pelagics populations in the northwestern Mediterranean Sea
Participants
B. Quéguiner, MIO (Marseille)
M. Pagano, MIO (Marseille)
M. Harmelin, MIO (Marseille)
F. Carlotti, MIO (Marseille)
F. Van Wambeke, MIO (Marseille)
D. Benaru Marseille, MIO (Marseille)
D. Bonnet, ECOLAG (Montpellier)
I. Pairaud, IFREMER (La Seyne sur mer)
C. Mellon, D. Ross, IFREMER/IRD (Sète)
C. Bacher, P. Garreau IFREMER (Brest)
I. Palomera, J. Navarro, CSIC (Espagne)
E. Massuti, IEO (Espagne)
V. Tirelli, OGS (Italie)
Principal objectives and results:
Small pelagic fishes are an important economic issue and are key species of marine ecosystems by their
large biomass at an intermediate level in food webs. They correspond to trophic links located between
plankton and fish-eating species, and to top predators, and thus play an essential role in the transfer of
energy and matter in food webs. These species have life traits that make them particularly sensitive to
environmental conditions and anthropogenic pressures: short life cycle (2-3 years), relatively high
mobility, diet based on phyto- and zooplankton. Two of the most abundant species are particularly
representative: the anchovy (Engraulis encrasicolus) and sardine (Sardina pilchardus).
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A number of assessments can be drawn on the basis of current knowledge in the Gulf of Lions and Catalan
Sea, whether derived from stock assessment programs, physical and biogeochemical modeling, and
regional, national or international scientific projects:
1. The monitoring of populations of small pelagic fish (anchovies, sardines) show a strong temporal
variability of stocks and catches with a recent decrasing trend.
2. Circulation and biogeochemical characteristics of water masses show complex structures at
mesoscale, which affect the dynamics and spatial distribution of small pelagic fishes populations
3. The large interannual fluctuations of predators, such as bluefin tuna, are related to their population
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dynamics resulting from a life cycle combining movement across the Atlantic and Mediterranean
and stages in highly localized habitats (e.g., juveniles in the Northwest Mediterranean).
4. ECOPATH type modeling highlights the important of the direct consumption of (1) small pelagic by
hake and bluefin tuna, two heavily exploited species, and (2) of plankton by small pelagics.
5. The mortality by fisheries and predation is similar for the sardine while predation prevails for
anchovy.
The project will integrate all existing data in the northwestern Mediterranean, and establish collaborations to
synthesize available information. Synergies should be established regarding complementary and / or joint
cruises by French and Spanish partners in order to build a consistent set of observations for addressing the
various spatial, temporal and biological scales in relation with modeling.
Recent observational tools will be deployed - satellite images for validation and calibration of hydrodynamic
and biogeochemical models, gliders for the identification of physical structures in three dimensions,
molecular biology for the characterization of pelagic population’s preys, LISST / COGO / acoustic packages
for the in situ identification of the size spectra of plankton.
Interdisciplinarity will be facilitated by integrating data / models and joint field studies at different scales. For
modeling, the latest generation of biogeochemical models (ECO3M), hydrodynamics (MARS3D, ICHTYOP),
biological (DEB) and 'end to end' (ECOPATH, OSMOSE) will be used in a complementary way.
Multi-scale strategy will lead to propose new conceptual schemes formalizing population responses to
different types of pelagic populations pressure.
A meeting between the various scientific Mediterranean partners will be held from March 26 to 28, 2012.
This meeting will allow the sharing of knowledge on the issue of small pelagics in the Mediterranean and
also to a state of the art on data available to address these major issues. At the end of the meeting, the
outline of a research project ANR kind will be given.
Duration:
24 months (2011- 2013)
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Mistrals

Person months

2011

5

2

2012

3

4

2013

5

4

2014
2015

Links with other workpackages
WP2 (TEOBFT)

Region/University
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WP3 - Objective 1
Characterize and model transfers and transformation of carbon, nutrients and contaminants from
the rivers through the coastal zone to the open sea and its impact on ecosystems.
Actions RIVERS and CASCADE.

Principal objectives and results of the action RIVERS
Influence of extreme events on river delivery of particulate organic carbon, nutrient and contaminants, their
fate in the delta and continental shelf and their impact on ecosystems
Participants :
C. Rabouille, LSCE, Gif sur Yvette, Carbon recycling
N. Tisnerat, LSCE, Gif sur Yvette, 14C measurements
JL. Reyss, LSCE, Gif sur Yvette, Radionuclides in sediments
B. Bombled, LSCE, Gif sur Yvette, Carbon recycling
M. Arnaud, S. Charmasson IRSN (La Seyne/mer) Radionuclides in marine particles
F. Eyrolle, IRSN-Cadarache, Radionuclides in rivers
I. Pairaud, C. Ravel, IFREMER (La Seyne/mer) Mesurho station
R. Verney, IFREMER-Brest, Particle dispersion in the coastal zone
O. Radakovitch, CEREGE, Aix en Provence, Particulate contaminants
P. Kerhervé, CEFREM, Perpignan, Isotopic signature of organic matter
D. Aubert, CEFREM, Perpignan , Trace elements in rivers
P. Raimbault, N. Garcia, M. Fornier MIO (Marseille) MOOSE, River nutrients and suspended matter
D. Doxaran, LOV, Villefranche Satellite observation
C. Grenz, . Sempéré , B. Charrière, MOI (Marseille), sediment diagenesis and DOC
Y. Leredde, E. Berthebaud , OSU OREME, GM, (Montpellier), Sète Observatory
Principal objectives and results:
The Rhone is the largest carrier of particles and freshwater to the Mediterranean Sea, but the coastal rivers
can also bring significant amount of particles and carbon during extreme events. The fate of dissolved and
particulate nutrients and carbon, and associated contaminants is poorly understood. One of the
explanations is the fact that extreme events such as floods represent a major share of the inputs and their
deposition/remineralization processes are largely understudied. Furthermore, secondary transport and
dispersion on the shelf is poorly documented, especially for the transformation of particles during this
transport (remineralization, contaminant desorption, interaction with benthic fauna). In this action, we have
three major objectives
1. Develop and maintain multidisciplinary observatories on the Rhone River, at the Rhone River mouth
and on the shelf offshore of Sète for continuously measuring the delivery and deposition/
mineralization/ resuspension of particles especially during extreme events,
2. Investigate transfer and transformation of particles on the adjacent shelf by carrying out regular ship
transects on the continental shelf from the Rhone River to the Catalan Coast using towed
instruments and discrete sampling,
3. Integrate large scale patterns on the Gulf of Lions using satellite imagery and coupled physicalbiological models (and possibly ProvBio floats).
In 2011, 6 cruises (4 Minerho and 2 Rhoma) were conducted in the purpose of starting to complete
objectives 1 and 2, i.e. delivery and fate of material near the Rhone River mouth and investigate the
transport and transformation of material on the shelf. Organic carbon recycling in the prodelta was
quantified and show large southward and eastward gradients of mineralization, and a temporal stability of
the recycling characteristics. 13C and 14C measurements performed on density fractionated material
showed a trend in aging towards offshore and a inverse relationship of age of the fraction with its density.
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The RHOMA2011 cruises (March and October) were dedicated to i) calibrate all sensors deployed from
the Mesurho Station, ii) estimate its spatial representativeness, iii) investigate the spatial extension of the
plume and characterize the suspended particulate matter.
In 2012, 4 cruises (Mar-Jun-Sep-Dec) will be performed with an integration of prodelta work to capture
flood conditions and investigate the changes in organic matter recycling during flood deposition and burial.
The transport and transformation will be studied on the shelf considering the deposition-resuspension
loop. A specific AUV survey will monitor the hydrodynamic condition within the plume. A first synthesis of
the Mesurho station data will be realized.
RHOMA2011_field survey
(March 2011). Profiling
stations (dots) and Scanfish
tracks (lines)

Duration :
60 months (2010-2014)
Fundings (in K€, required in italics) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person months

2010

10

2011

23

35

45

55

2013

75

55

2014

10

2012

Master, PhDs and post-doct :
1 funded PhD in 2010 (1 MRT) F. Toussaint
Links with other workpackages
WP4 (CARBORHONE)

5
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Principal objectives and results of the action CASCADE
Influence of Cascading, Storm, Convection, Advection, and Downwelling Events on shelf-slope exchange
Participants:
X. Durrieu de Madron CEFREM (Perpignan), Coordinator and cruise chief scientist. Responsable for
hydrology et hydrodynamics
P. Kerherve, CEFREM (Perpignan) Responsible for particulate organic matter, stable isotopes
D. Aubert, CEFREM (Perpignan) Responsible for metallic contaminants
D. Cossa, LBCM (La Seyne/mer) Responsible for mercury
P. Testor, LOCEAN (Paris) Responsible for glider operation
C. Tamburini, LMGEM (Marseille) Responsible for bacterial production, degradation flux, oxygen
P. Conan, LOMIC (Banyuls/mer) Responsible for primary production, nutrients, DOM, pigments
L. Stenman, LOV (Villefranche/mer) Responsible for zooplankton
P. Puig, CSIC-ICM (Barcelone) Responsible for mooring lines
C. Fontanier, BIAF (Angers) Responsible for foraminifera
R. Danovaro, DISMAR (Ancone) Responsible for benthic biology
F. Touratier, IMAGES (Perpignan) Responsible for CO2 analyses
C. Estournel, LA (Toulouse) Responsible for modelling
T. Calafat, GRGM-UBarcelone), R. Buscail CEFREM (Perpignan) Responsibles for sedimentological et
geochemical analysis
B. Ferrari, AAMP (Port-Vendres) Responsible for relationship with the marine protected areas monitoring
programme (Parc marin de la Côte Vermeille)
Principal objectives and results:
The deep basin and the continental shelf of the Gulf of Lions (northwestern Mediterranean) are regions
known for the formation of dense water in winter due to N-NW continental winds. The area of Cap de
Creus canyon and adjacent area is the main export of dense shelf waters. Dynamics of dense water on the
continental shelf is also influenced by the E-SE storms. The mass transfer of organic and inorganic
particulate and dissolved from the surface to the deep basin, and shelf to the slope, by these physical
processes strongly influences the redistribution of chemical elements in sediments, and the structure and
functioning of benthic and deep pelagic ecosystems ecosystems.
The CASCADE cruise, carried out on the R/V L’Atalante between the 1st to the 23th of March 2011,
aimed to determine the characteristics of these two physical mechanisms and their multiple impacts, and
to monitor the hydrological, hydrodynamical, sedimentological and biogeochemical characteristics of these
shelf ad open-sea water masses. We propose a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the fluxes of
particulate and dissolved, organic and inorganic matter exported to the slope and deep basin by these
mechanisms.
Despite the stormy conditions, the cruise has been successful with the collection of many CTD profiles,
water, plankton and sediment samples, hyperbaric experiments as well as the deployment and retrieval of
mooring lines, and use of underwater gliders.
The cruise allows to describe and monitor the impact of different processes (convection, cascading, storm)
and their interactions on the entire Gulf of Lions margin. Three separate events were observed during the
cruise:
1. the transition period between the convection and restratification in the deep basin
2. a major SE storm inducing a downwelling, followed by cascading of dense shelf water, in the
canyon of Cap de Creus
3. The dispersal of river plumes on the inner shelf successive to the E-SE storms and floods
These observations represent a comprehensive and coherent data set, including hydrology,
hydrodynamics, biogeochemistry, microbiology, pelagic and benthic biology that will be used to supply and
validate the coupled model (hydrodynamic / sediment dynamics / biogeochemistry / early diagenesis)
model developed by LA models that currently operate on the area of the northwestern Mediterranean.
These observations will allow a quantitative assessment of the ability of coupled models to reproduce
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realistic flow patterns and transport of biogeochemical elements, and identify the dominant processes on
which to focus improvement efforts.
Station network performed during the CASCADE
cruise in the Gulf of Lion shelf and basin between
March 1 – 23, 2011

Duration :
48 months (2010-2013)
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe

2010

ANR

Mistrals

Person months

66

65

10

2011

177

57.3

96

2012

30

0

70

2013

10

5

70

Master, PhDs and post-doc :
1 Master in 2011 (LOMIC) T. Severin
3 funded PhDs in 2010 (2 MRTs, 1 DGA/Europe for CEFREM) C. Dumas, M. Higueras, L Houpert
2 funded PhDs in 2011 (1 MRT and 1 CONACYT for LOMIC) T. Severin, D. Sanchez
1 funded PhDs in 2012 (1 MRT for LA) P. Damien
Links with other workpackages
WP1 (DEWEX), WP3 (CARBORHONE)
Publications / Communications :
HERMIONE annual meeting April 2011
AGU Ocean Science meeting 2012.
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WP3 - Objective 2
Characterize and model transfers and impacts of contaminants through the marine food web.
Actions COBEC and COPEL
Principal objectives and results of the action COBEC
Contamination of benthic chains
Participants :
O.Radakovitch, CEREGE (Aix-en Provence) Metal geochemistry, sedimentology, radionuclides
O. Pringault, ECOSYM (Montpellier) microbial biogeochemistry
M. Harmelin-Vivien, MIO (Marseille), benthic food webs
F. Joux, OOB (Banyuls/mer) microbiology
D. Cossa, IFREMER (LaSeyne/mer) metal geochemisrty, Hg
J.Tronczynski, IFREMER (Nantes) organic geochemistry
L.Méjanelle, OOB (Banyuls/mer) organic geochemistry
F.Charles, OOB (Banyuls/mer) benthic biology
C.Rabouille, LSCE (Gif/Yvette) benthic biogeochemisrty
M. Tedetti (MIO, Marseille) Transfers and impacts of contaminants through the marine food web
Principal objectives and results:
A special emphasis of this action was given to benthic processes which can concentrate or transform trace
metals or organic pollutants by diagenetic or microbial processes in the sediment (or at the interface) and
transfer them to macrobenthos which feeds the demersal fishes.During 2011, series of preliminary
experiments were performed to evaluate the consequences of resuspended polluted sediments on
microorganisms. Seawater contaminated by sediment resuspension was then filtered on 0.2µm to remove
indigenous microorganisms. Lagoon waters (Thau Lagoon) and Mediterranean waters were incubated with
this contaminated water during 5 days under in situ simulated conditions. Functions (net oxygen production,
bacterial production, respiration) and biomass (phytoplankton and bacteria) were measured daily. Diversity
of phytoplankton and bacteria was measured initially and at the end of the incubation (analysis in progress).
Overall, results showed that contaminated water resulted to a net stimulation of biomass and activities
despite the presence of contaminants in both waters (lagoon and Mediterranean). This might be due the
high concentrations of nutrients and organic matter that have been released in the contaminated water
during the resuspension of the polluted sediments. Nutrients and dissolved organic matter can counteract
the toxic effects of pollutants. Analyses are in progress to evaluate the contamination level (metals and
organic pollutants) of the contaminated water.
Similar experiments are planned for 2012 and 2013 in south Mediterranean (Tunisia) in different seasons
(spring, summer, autumn and winter) to take into account the changes in the phytoplankton and bacteria
composition, and the changes in the sediment contamination level, the latter being subjected to fluctuation
as function of the season and the hydrodynamics conditions.
Concerning macrobenthos species, the first analyses of metals and organic contaminants will be conducted
on an ubiquitous herbivorous species from the Gulf of Lion. This will be the first step to evaluate the
contamination at global scale.
Duration:
48 months (2010-2013)
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Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
One ANR project (MICROTOXIC) was submitted in 2011 but not selected for funding. The project will be
resubmitted in 2012 to the ANR (CESA program).
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person month
3

2010
2011

10

5

6

2012

100 (submitted)

20

7

18

2013

100 (submitted)

20

15

18

Master, PhDs and post-doct :
1 Post doc (2012-2013, IRD program)
1 PhD (2010-2012, IRD program)

Principal objectives and results of the action COPEL
Contamination of pelagic chains
Two programs were recently conducted on contamination of pelagic chains in the Gulf Of Lions.
Within the ANR-Merlumed four types of contaminants (PCBs, PBDEs, Hg and 137Cs) were studied in
the European hake (Merluccius merluccius) and its trophic web (phytoplankton, zooplankton,
suprabenthos and various fish and cephalopod preys), and they were related to the trophic level of
organisms (δ15N). All contaminants presented a significant increase in concentration in hake muscle
and higher concentrations were recorded in males than females. However, obvious differences
between contaminants were underlined both in accumulation between tissues and in
bioaccumulation and biomagnification rates along food webs. The mechanisms governing these
differences are still unknown. The on-going ANR-Costas evaluates the bioaccumulation of organic
and metallic contaminants over a more complete trophic chain, from dissolved phase up to small
pelagic fishes (anchovy-sardine). The very preliminary results for the dissolved-phytoplanktonzooplankton groups indicate different bioaccumulation factors depending on metals. An important
points observed for all metals is the large bioconcentration factors observed between dissolved
phase and first size of phytoplankton. A better knowledge of this crucial step requires improvement
of our sampling devices to collect sufficient quantity of phytoplankton. Even if these two programs
provide interesting results, the understanding of contaminant transfer still lacks a complete
description from plankton to fish for inorganic and organic contaminants. This action should reach a
second phase within MerMEx to account more particularly for temporal variability of river plumes
production and the role of flood delivery of nutrients in triggering production events.
This action up to now is entirely related to the ANR-COSTAS and is not described anymore here.
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WP3 - Objective 3
Characterize the contamination pathways and spatial scale of impact of large cities on the marine
ecosystem.
Action C3A
Principal objectives and results of the action C3A
Contamination pathways and spatial scale of impact of large cities on the marine ecosystems

Participants :
C. Garnier (PROTEE, Toulon) trace elements transfer in coastal systems
G. Durrieu (PROTEE, Toulon) sampling and major element analysis
B. Oursel (PROTEE, Toulon) sampling and analysis of trace metals
H. Dang (PROTEE, Toulon) trace element analysis in sediment
J.F. Ghiglione (LOMIC, Banyuls/mer) microbiology in sediment
O. Pringault (ECOSYM, Sète) microbiology in sediment
B. Lauga, R. Duran (IPREM, Pau) microbiology in sediment
I. Pairaud (IFREMER, La Seyne/mer) Coastal modelling and measurements
C. Pinazo, P. Raimbault (MIO, Marseille) Coupled physical-biogeochemical modelling and measurements
M. Fraysse (IFREMER, MIO, Marseille) Coupled physical-biogeochemical modelling and measurements
M. Goutx, C. Guigue, M. Tedetti (MIO, Marseille) Chemical contamination, sensor developments
M. Harmelin-Vivien (Dimar, Marseille) Bioaccumulation in the trophic chain
J. Schaefer (EPOC, Bordeaux 1) for Pb isotopes and TBT compounds in sediment
C. Duffa, M. Arnaud (IRSN, La Seyne/mer) Radionuclide inputs, physical measurements
Principal objectives and results:
Large coastal cities are a large source of marine pollution in the Mediterranean Sea because of the rapid
population increase expected along the coasts. The associated inputs of particles, organic matter and all
type of contaminants are confined in the coastal area of the large cities and thus impact the ecosystems in
these areas. However, a spread of this contamination can occur in relation to weather conditions, e.g.
episodic intensive rain events, storm conditions, wind driven pollution plume. These dissemination
processes require careful analysis in order to be compared to other contaminant sources like large rivers or
atmospheric inputs. In this action, the sites of Marseille and Toulon have been chosen.
Marseille city will be the main working site for this action, as a major city submitted to strong anthropogenic
pressures exemplified by large inhabitant density and past or present industrial activities. Its influence could
thus be compared to other similar cities like Athens, Barcelona or Genova. However, Marseille has some
specific characteristics: it is widely open to the sea; it is sometimes influenced by the Rhone river inputs and
it receives inputs of one of the most important water purification plant in the Mediterranean.
The second working site is the Toulon Bay. It is a semi-closed bay with long water residence time, its
contamination history is mainly influenced by military activities, and it is surrounded by aquaculture activities
as well as urban river/emissaries. The purpose of this second site is to complete the study of
biogeochemical processes in a different context compared to Marseille.
Scientific questions already identified will be more particularly studied:
1. the main biogeochemical processes influencing the chemical compounds transfer at the
continent/marine interface will be constrain at the Marseille site. This will benefit from previous and
on-going works that will be completed by specific sea-cruise.
2. mechanisms of contaminant transfer at the water/sediment interface will be studied in both sites.
Sediment are considered as a pollutant sink, but in some specific conditions it could become a nonnegligible contaminant source to the water column, and subsequently to the biota. Biogeochemical
processes involved in these transfer like redox processes or resuspension are relatively known, but
there are few works in the context of the Mediterranean sea. Data are required to better constrain
these processes and modelize them. This work will be conducted using specific sea cruise,
analyses and modelling, in link with objective 2.
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For the Marseille site, the chemical contaminant inputs from the city into the coastal zone were explored for
metals/metalloids (e.g. Ag, Cd, Cu, Hg, Pb, Zn) and organic pollutants (PAHs and PCBs). Complementary
measurements will be acquired in the framework of the european PERSEUS project. In 2011, campaigns
were conducted in spring to autumn to study the response of biogeochemistry to physical forcings in the
area spanning from the Rhone to Marseille and the Calanques. Other campaigns conducted in the area of
Marseille were dedicated to the measurements of PAHs and Fluorescent Dissolved Organic Matter (FDOM).
Results suggested a moderate anthropisation from petrogenic sources in Marseille coastal area. Sampling
campaigns were performed during dry and wet periods in the main tributaries of the Marseille agglomeration
(rivers, treated wastewater effluents) and along transect from the tributaries outlet to the open sea. Transfer
and dynamic of trace metals and main physico-chemical parameters in the salinity gradient were studied.
Additionally, lab experiments were performed on particles from the main tributaries to characterize their
physical (size distribution, settling rate) and chemical (POC and metal contents) properties, providing useful
parameters for hydrodynamic/transport model to evaluate net particulate pollutants fluxes.
A modelling strategy combining hydrosedimentary, biogeochemical and chemical contaminant approaches
is conducted to reproduce the dispersion of contaminants in the area, but there is a need to link measures of
inputs from small rivers, WTP, etc to the measures at sea in order to validate the model.A focus will be done
on the impact of raining events on the spreading of hydrocarbons, PAHs, metals), organic matter, nutrients
and chlorophyll.
In the Toulon site, survey of the surface/deep sediments contamination from the Toulon was continued.
Results showed its significant pollution, either in terms of metal/metalloids or organic contaminants (PAHs,
PCBs). Preliminary studies of inorganic contaminants behaviour in the sediment column and at the
water/sediment interface were performed, additionally to batch experiments on sediments resuspension in
seawater, to evaluate (1) contaminants diffusive flux and (2) remobilisation during resuspension. Study of
contaminant behaviour and transfer from sediments will be continued, and investigations on the diversity of
benthic micro- and macro-organisms will be performed, in correlation to pollutant levels.
Duration :
60 months (2010-2014)
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person Month

2010

43,75

2011

43,75

65

2,7

34

2012

63,75

95,25

4

55

31

20

25

2013

Master, PhDs and post-doct :
3 funded PhD in 2010 (1 PROTEE, 1 MIO-PROTEE, 1 IFREMER/LOPB) B. Oursel, M. Fraysse, N. Ferretto
1 funded PhD in 2011 (PROTEE-Toulon) H. Dang Duc
Links with other workpackages :
WP2
Publications
Guigue, C. et al (2011) Marine Pollution Bulletin, 62 : 2741-2752.
Tessier E. et al (2001). Marine Pollution Bulletin, 62 : 2075–2086.
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WP3 – Objective 4
Characterize and quantify the influence of submarine groundwater discharge on marine ecosystems
Action SDG
Principal objectives of the action SDG
Influence of submarine groundwater discharges on marine ecosystems
Participants :
C. Claude, O Radakovitch, B. Hamelin, CEREGE, (Aix-en-Provence) Géochimie
J. Goncalves, C. Vallet-Coulomb, CEREGE, (Aix-en-Provence) Modélisation
J.F. Ghiglione, J.M. Amouroux, F. Charles, K. Guizien, OOB (Banyuls/mer) Benthos, microbiologie
B. Arfib, GSRC (Marseille) Hydrogéologie
Principal objectives :
The first objective of this action is to estimate the flux of submarine groundwater introduced into the water
column of a continental shelf through direct inputs from continental aquifers (groundwater discharges) or
through exchanges of pore waters at the sediment interface (groundwater exchanges). Important SGD at
such a scale have been reported by recent publications and can have an influence on geochemical budgets.
The second objective of this action is to define more precisely the influence of SGD on coastal ecosystem,
and this must be done at local scale. Two sites will be studied within the next years, corresponding to the
main kind of coastal aquifer encountered in the Mediterranean sea: porous and karstic aquifer.
The Salses-leucate lagoon system characterized by a hydro-geological setting compatible with high rate of
submarine groundwater discharge will be used a study site for porous aquifer. The lagoon is bordered by an
important karstic system having a watershed of 160 km2. Groundwater flows in the lagoon through two
karstic springs, Font Dame and Font Estramar at rates ranging from 1 to 10 m3/s depending on the season.
Because the lagoon is covered by sandy plio-quaternary permeable sediments, diffuse SGD is also
expected to seep as diffuse flow across the lagoon floor. On its sea-side, hydraulic exchanges between the
lagoon and the Mediterranean Sea occur through three small inlets (“Graus”) and in the sub-surface through
the dune system. Preliminary data set of radioisotopes activities in the Gulf of Lion and in the lagoon is
consistent with the contribution of SGD (karstic and diffuse through sediments) in the lagoon and the coastal
zone. The first step will be to evaluate the importance of groundwater fluxes in the lagoon based on
radioactive nuclides (222Rn, 224Ra, 223Ra) and stable isotopes. Once the budget defined, the
hydrosystem will be modelized.
Once the fluxes and location of inputs will be defined, the second step will be to evaluate the influence of
these fluxes on the ecosystem. Competition between phytoplankton and bacteria for key nutrient utilisation
and limitation (bottom-up control) in the pelagic system will be assessed by phytoplankton production
measurements as well as bacterial remineralisation of POM and DOM from both particle-attached and freeliving fractions (Pujo-Pay et al., 2006; Ghiglione et al. 2007). The importance of top-down control in the
microbial loop will be assessed by flagellate counts and grazing experiments .
The relative importance of terrestrial (direct SGD input) vs. biological (primary production) organic matter
sources will be also addressed quantitatively and qualitatively by fingerprinting terrigeneous and marine
biomarkers (pigments, bioavailable amino acids, fatty acids) in the sediments and mixing models based on
isotopic δ13C values of potential OM sources. The impact of SGD in the food web structure of the SalsesLeucate lagoon will be assessed through the study of the structure of the meio- and macro-benthic
communities. The isotopic (δ13C and δ15N) and molecular (lipidic tracers) approaches will be used to
assess the impact of SGD on the strength of the relation between the potential food sources and the
detritus-feeders present in the sediments.
The karstic site corresponds to the Port-Miou spring located in the Calanque around Cassis. It is part of the
limestone karst extending from Marseille to Toulon where about ten springs were studied by
hydrogeologists. The brackish water injected by this spring in the coastal area is results from a mixing of
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fresh and seawater within the karst. The site is presently studied and equipped to determine the variation of
water flux in link with continental hydrosystem. Data are available online in the framework of the project
Karst-eau. However few works were done on the quality of the brackish waters (nutrients) and on the
influence of these waters on the adjacent coastal area.
Implementation (observations at sea, experiment/ modelling):
1. This action will start in 2012 with local survey of the Port-Miou spring and around Bonifacio.
Analyses of short half-life radionuclides will be done to evaluate the inputs of groundwater before
performing any reserahc on ecosystem.
2. Large scale survey along the Gulf of Lion coast will be done in 2013
Duration :
36 monthe (2012-2014)
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person Month

2012

6

6

2013

20

8

Master, PhDs and post-doct :
1 funded PhD in 2011 (CEREGE) S. Cockenpot
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WP4: Objective 1
Assessment of gas fluxes and acidification – Impacts on ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles
Actions CARBORHONE and CALIBORON

Principal objectives and results of the action CARBORHONE
Carbon Cycle in the Rhône estuary and Gulf of Lions
Participants :
Y. Bozec SBR (Roscoff)
T. Cariou, SBR (Roscoff)
E. Collin, SBR (Roscoff)
E. Macé, SBR (Roscoff)
P. Marrec, SBR (Roscoff)
M. Vernet, SBR (Roscoff).
D. Thuillier, LOCEAN/SNAPOCO2 (Paris)
C. Rabouille, LSCE/IPSL (Gif sur Yvette)
O. Desprez de Gesencourt, DT INSU (Brest)
L. Fichen, F. Perault, DT INSU (Brest).

Principal Objectives and Results:
The constraint of air–sea CO2 fluxes and their variability at various time and spatial levels remain a central
task in global carbon and climate studies. Over the past decade, the coastal oceans have been the focus of
several studies highlighting the key role of these ecosystems in the global budget of air-sea CO2 fluxes
(Thomas et al. 2004; Cai et al. 2006). The spatial variability in air-sea CO2 fluxes is large from one coastal
ecosystem to the other and Chen and Borges (2009) recently proposed to classify continental shelves as
sinks (-0.7 1.2 molC m-2 yr-1, Laruelle et al., 2010) and near-shore ecosystems as sources (21.0 17.6
molC m-2 yr-1, Laruelle et al., 2010) of atmospheric CO2. However, the latest estimates of air-sea CO2 fluxes
in coastal ecosystems are subject to large uncertainty. At present, the lack of sufficient data is the major
limitation in the quantification of the spatial and temporal variability of these CO2 fluxes in coastal
environments (Laruelle et al., 2010). This lack of data is even more relevant for coastal ecosystems of the
Mediterranean Sea and estuarine plumes (Laruelle et al., 2010). The Gulf of Lions is a coastal ecosystem
considerably impacted by freshwaters inputs from the largest estuary surrounding the Mediterranean Sea
namely the Rhône. In CARBORHONE, we investigate the processes controlling the air-sea CO2 fluxes from
the inner Rhône estuary to the estuarine plume located in the surface waters of the Gulf of Lions.
In 2011, two CARBORHONE cruises have successfully been carried out during spring (April) and fall (early
December) onboard R.Vs. L’Europe and Téthys 2, respectively. During each cruise a grid of stations
covering the Gulf of Lions has been sampled with a CTD SBE 911/Rosette SBE 32 (Figure 1). Stations 1 to
25 were covered during the spring cruise with 6 additional stations covered during the fall cruise. Thus, we
acquired a comprehensive dataset in the entire water column for the carbonate parameters and ancillary
data. Moreover, along the cruise tracks (Figure 1), the continuous surface measurements of temperature,
salinity, partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) and dissolved oxygen concentrations provided a spatial coverage of
the plume for these parameters.
During spring, the Rhône plume did not significantly influence the surface pCO2 distribution; pCO2 values
were below atmospheric equilibrium and in a similar range for the plume and surrounding surface waters.
The fall situation revealed a larger dispersal of the plume, which was characterized by pCO2 values below
atmospheric equilibrium and lower than in the surrounding surface waters. These preliminary results
suggest that the Rhône plume can modify air-sea CO2 fluxes at regional scale as observed by Bozec et al.
(2012) for the Loire plume in the northern Bay of Biscay.
Two additional cruises onboard R.V. Téthys 2 are planned in 2012 to cover the winter (February) and
summer (July) periods. This additional datasets will allow the determination of the physical, biological and
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chemical (mixing, NCP, thermodynamic) processes driving the air-sea CO2 fluxes over an annual cycle.
Collaborations with colleagues involved in WP3 actions (RIVERS and CASCADE) will allow further
determination of the processes controlling the air-sea CO2 dynamics, notably for the plume dispersal and
processes occurring at the benthic interface. Moreover, our pCO2 data will be made available for the
SOCAT database (http://www.socat.info/) for a complete assessment of the role of estuarine plume on
global estimates of air-sea CO2 fluxes.

Grid of stations and main cruise track
implemented for the CARBORHONE
cruises.

Duration :
36 months (2011-2013)
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person months

2011

7.5

30

14

2012

5.2

10

14

2013

5

30

12

2014
2015
Master, PhD and postdocs
1 Master in 2011
1 PhD in 2012.
Links with other workpackage:
WP3 (CASCADE and RIVERS).
References :
Bozec Y. et al. 2012. Estuarine Coastal and Shelf Science, 100: 58-71
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Principal objectives and results of the action CALIBORON
Calibration of paleo-pH reconstruction technique based on boron isotopes in calcareous species (corals and
bivalves) from the Mediterranean Sea: quantification of surface water acidification due to industrial era
Participants :
E. Douville, LSCE/IPSL (Gif/Yvette), Coordinator. Marine geochemistry
C. Gonzalez, LSCE/IPSL (Gif/Yvette), Biology, PhD’s student
P. Montagna, LSCE/IPSL (Gif/Yvette), Geochemistry, cultured and field deep sea corals
F. Gazeau, LOV (Villefranche), Marine Biology, cultured bivalves
P. Ziveri, UAB (Barcelona), Marine Biology, field and cultured red corals
L. Bramanti, CSIC-ICM (Barcelona), Marine Biology, field and cultured red corals
C. Pelejero, CSIC-ICM, (Barcelona), Marine Biology, cultured corals and bivalves
S. Reynaud, CSM, Monaco (Barcelona), Marine Biology, cultured corals
J. Hall Spencer, Univ. of Plymouth, Marine Biology, field corals
Principal objectives and results:
In the framework of MISTRALS program, we propose here to develop and apply the paleo-pH technique
based on boron isotopes for new specific calcifying species (bivalves and corals) for the reconstruction of
recent past pH changes in the Mediterranean Sea. This relatively closed oceanic basin is necessarily
under the influence of greenhouse gas and the potential consequences of decreasing pH levels on
bivalves or corals present in this basin are still totally ignored. Thus we suggest here through national and
international collaborations between geochemist and biologist experts to develop new laboratory and field
calibrations of the boron isotope technique for such species. This calibration procedure is an important prerequisite for a precise quantification of the rate of acidification and its impact on calcareous organisms in
the Mediterranean Sea. This project clearly integrates the objectives of the WP4 of the Mermex project that
mainly focus on the evaluation of anthropogenic pressure (through air-sea interactions) on Mediterranean
marine ecosystems. Some evident links will be also done with the Paleomex project COFIMED for paleopH reconstruction for the older pre-entropic period. Laboratory cultured species of bivalves or corals reared
at various pH or pCO2 conditions will be analyzed for boron isotopes and trace elements (B/Ca). Field
calibrations will also be performed by using existing seawater pH measurements (MOOSE, MedSea)
coupled to the sampling of specific species of interest. Finally, physiological studies will be also be
conducted by the biologists partners (size, shape, growth rate, density, etc.).
1. This project started in 2011 with the main contribution of Cécile Gonzalez (LSCE’s PhD student). The
growth rate of corals or Mediterranean bivalves cultured at various temperature or pH conditions
being low, the amount of carbonate materials available for isotopic analysis are about 5-10 mg. So
the first objective of CALIBORON has been to revisit the LSCE’s chemistry (today adapted for 200400 mg of coral: ~20 µg of B) to extend further boron isotope studies for smaller samples (Figure 1).
This work has been successfully completed and today we have the ability to properly analyze 5 mg of
carbonates concentrated at 50 ppm (~ 250 ng of B). Boron isotopes were measured by using MCICPMS Neptuneplus at the LSCE with an accuracy of ± 0.3 ‰. To obtain this result, we upgraded the
production system of ultrapure water MQ which is now equipped with B-specific resin.
2. After this analytical step necessary for the future progress of this project, we organized a meeting in
Barcelona the 15th of December in order to 1) visit the aquariums where corals or bivalves (mussels)
are cultured and 2) define the materials already available for the future geochemical investigations.
The first measurements of boron isotopes for Mediterranean shallow, deep-sea corals or red corals
are planned in 2012.
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Figure – Development of a new chemical protocol at the LSCE for the extraction of boron before isotopic
measurement by using MC-ICPMS Neptuneplus
Application for seawater
standard NASS II

Example of application
for a tropical coral
specimen (Porites)

Duration :
48 months (2011-2014)
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person months

2011

5

10

4.5

12

2012

2.5

2.5

3

12

2.5

5

10

2013
2014
2015
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WP4 - Objective 3
Influence of solar radiations on ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles
Action PHOTOMED

Principal objectives and results of the action PHOTOMED
Metabolic and structural changes of the bacterial community in response to the phototransformations of
dissolved and particulate organic matter in the Mediterranean Sea
Participants:
F. Joux, LOMIC (Banyuls/mer), Coordinator. Responsible for metabolic activities
J-F. Ghiglione, LOMIC (Banyuls/mer). Responsible for molecular diversity
R. Sempéré, MIO (Marseille). Responsible for photochemistry of organic matter
J-F. Rontani, MIO (Marseille). Responsible for photodegradation POM, lipids analysis
C. Panagiopoulos, MIO (Marseille). Responsible for HMW DOM, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
B. Charrière, MIO (Marseille). Responsible for excitation emission matrix fluorescence, CDOM absorbance,
OH radicals
Principal objectives and results:
Due to high solar radiation, Mediterranean Sea is the place of intense photochemical transformations of both
DOM and POM. The expected increase of thermal stratification in 21st century Mediterranean Sea should
reinforce the photochemical processes at the surface. Understanding of current and expected effects of solar
radiation on DOM and POM and their consequences on the bacterial metabolism and diversity is a major goal
for the biogeochemical cycles studies in this area. In the PHOTOMED project, we propose to study the effects
of solar radiation on the alteration of contrasted DOM and POM originating from the Rhône River (i.e.,
terrestrial origin) and a phytoplanktonic culture (Emiliana huxleyi) (i.e., recent biological origin) and the
consequences of these alterations on the metabolism and the diversity of the marine bacteria using this
organic matter. A set of experiments in controlled conditions will be used to measure the
phototransformations of DOM (monosaccharides, organic diacids, excitation-emission matrices) and POM
(lipids, chlorophyll and sterol oxidation products) and the subsequent response on marine bacterial activities
(production, respiration) by considering free-living and particle-attached bacteria. Moreover, these
experiments will be also used to determine the changes in the composition of the bacterial community in
response to theses phototransformations by DNA & RNA fingerprints, and pyrosequencing. The importance of
structural modifications will be compared to the metabolic changes.
Responses of the marine bacterial communities to the phototransformations of the MOD from the
Rhone. We carried out 3 series of experiments of DOM photodegradation with a UV/visible solar simulator
using samples from the Rhone River (SOLA station, Arles) in order to measure the response of marine
bacterial communities (activity and diversity) after the addition of DOM photoaltered or not. These
experiments aimed to fix the conditions of realization of more complete experiments which will be carried out
in 2012. In particular, we worked over the exposure time of the DOM of the Rhone, the volume of water of the
Rhone to be injected into seawater microcosms and of the prefiltration of seawater to be realized during the
preparation of these microcosms. These various parameters are essential in order to limit the confinement
effect leading to a brutal modification of the bacterial community but also to ensure to be able to measure a
visible effect related to the process of DOM photodegradation. After the analysis of the samples from the last
experiment, we plan to carry out 3 complete experiments in 2012. This work was reinforced thanks to the
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financing of a thesis by the ministry for Research allotted to Marine Strainer in October 2011 (ED129
Sciences of the Environment Ile de France).
Transfer of the photochemical processes of the senescent phytoplanctonic cells to the attached
bacteria. Senescent cells of Emiliania huxleyi from non axenic cultures were irradiated using a solar simulator
(full sun) in sea water. A kinetic study was carried out. We have correlated the state of oxidation of the
bacteria to the evolution of the chlorophyll concentration (sensitizer). The reduction in the quantities of
oxidation products from the vaccenic acid (fatty-acid specific to bacteria) observed at the end of the
incubation was allotted to UV radiation able to degrade formed hydroperoxides. Incubations with PAR and
PAR+UV radiation are envisaged in order to confirm this assumption. We also could show that the vaccenic
acid oxidation was correlated with the 11,12-epoxyoctadecanoic acid production, whose formation was
allotted to the intervention peroxygenases (enzymes allowing the bacteria to reduce the concentration of toxic
hydroperoxides). These first results confirm well the existence of an important oxydative stress in the bacteria
attached to the phytodetritus. It now remains to determine if this stress has an effect on the growth and
bacterial diversity.
Influence of salinity on MOP. Particles collected from the Rhone were incubated in the dark in 3 conditions:
in solution in seawater, in solution MilliQ water, dry in the air. The results obtained showed a very intense
autoxydative degradation of some lipidic components (unsaturated sterols and fatty-acids) of these particles
in sea water and not in MilliQ water. We allotted this induction of autoxydative process to a radicalizing
hydroperoxide cleavage of photochemical origin (formed on ground) undoubtedly catalysed by metal ions
salted out by the particles during the increase in salinity. In order to confirm these very important results, we
will analyze various sediments taken along the plume of the Rhone. A field sampling is also envisaged on the
Rhone estuary to sample particles along the salinity gradient.
Duration:
24 months (2011-2012)
Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person months

2011

8.9

21

2012

5

21

2013
2014
2015

Master, PhDs and post-doc:
1 funded PhDs in 2010 (1 MRT for LMGEM) M. Petit
1 funded PhDs in 2011 (1 MRT for LOMIC) M. Blanchet
Links with other workpackages:
WP2 and WP3
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WP5 - Marine regionalisation planning
Principal objectives and results of the action
Synthesize existing and future data in the Mediterranean sea in order to assess the distribution of multiple
natural and anthropogenic pressures on the Mediterranean Sea
Participants:
J.O Irisson, LOV (Villefranche/mer)
P. Koubbi, LOV (Villefranche/mer)
D. Ami, DESMID (Marseille)
C. Figuiere, LAMETA (Montpellier)
C. Claeys, DESMID (Marseille)
S. Vaz, IFREMER (Boulogne/mer)
H. Mazurek, LPED (Marseille)

Principal objectives and results:
The objectives of this work package are to synthesize existing and future data in the Mediterranean Sea to
delineate regions, homogenous in their composition and ecological functioning, and to quantify the impact of
multiple natural and anthropogenic pressures within those regions to estimate their vulnerability. Thus, this
WP is not organized in different field operations but must be viewed as a transversal action involving
operations developed in other Mermex WPs as well as other projects.
Overall, we intend to follow the methodology successfully used by Hobday et al. (2007) for Australian marine
ecoregions:
•

Outline several homogeneous biogeographic regions (see example a)

•

Quantify natural and anthropogenic pressures within each region

•

Synthesize those pressures into a vulnerability index (see example b)

(a, left) The seven Large Marine Domains adjacent to continental Australia, (b, right) Overall vulnerability of marine life to
climate change and other stressors in each of Australia’s seven large marine domains (Hobday et al., 2007).

The process of marine regionalisation rests on multivariate classification methods that enable a
comprehensive analysis of links between physical, chemical, and biological properties of an ecosystem. This
approach can be divided into three successive steps, corresponding to the integration of an increasing
amount of data:
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1. The first step is a regionalisation based on geography, abiotic variables and surface chlorophyll
distribution; a procedure frequently called ‘bioregionalisation’ although it includes limited biological
information. In the Mediterranean Sea, a first attempt has been proposed by D’ortenzio and Ribera
d’Alcalà (2009) and is likely to be improved using data from WP1.

Bioregions of D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcalà (2009)

2. The second step is a regionalisation based on the definition of spatial assemblages of species. It is
more related to biogeography or community analysis. This methodology can be applied to data
derived from dedicated surveys and from international databases. In this approach, the habitat of
target species is modelled. Epi- and meso-pelagic taxa, such as plankton and nekton, will surely be
considered because their reaction time to oceanographic processes allows studying mesoscale
features. For this step, new data and model outputs will mainly originate from WP2.
3. The third step is a mixed procedure using the two previous ones in order to define ecoregions. It
seeks to determine “assemblages of flora, fauna and the supporting geophysical environment
contained within distinct but dynamic spatial boundaries”. The result is a set of homogeneous
regions, each with predictable environmental characteristics and species assemblage and which
differ from each other. This approach has been adopted for studies in the Southern Ocean (Koubbi
et al., 2010 a) by sampling both biotic and abiotic features and using generalised dissimilarity
modelling (Ferrier et al., 2007) between species assemblages and environmental factors to predict
communities in unsurveyed areas.
This methodology is data-driven and can always be improved by adding new information. It is based on
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) techniques coupled with numerical analysis.
The homogeneity of these regions allows evaluating natural and anthropogenic pressures per region. This
evaluation and its synthesis into a vulnerability index will involve two kinds of approaches: topical studies and
expert knowledge.
Within specific regions, studies of limited spatial scope will be carried out jointly by researchers in ecology,
social sciences and humanities. They will target specific ecosystems and pressures, and will evaluate the
societal consequences of these pressures, in particular in terms of ecosystem services.
Over the whole domain, a set of pressure indicators will be identified in several categories such as: biology
(number of threatened species, etc.), climate change (% change in sea surface temperature or mixed layer
depth, etc.), anthropogenic stress (fishing pressure, coastal development, etc.). These indicators will be
quantified using data when it is available and rated through an expert system, leveraging Mermex participants
as well as social sciences and humanities collaborators.
By generalizing topic studies to the previously defined ecoregions and integrating the various indices, the
vulnerability of each region in terms of ecosystem health and services will be evaluated.
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Duration:
48 months (2011-2015)

Fundings (in K€, required in bold) and person month:
Year

Europe/ANR

Region/University

Mistrals

Person months

2011
2012

50

2013

50

20
10

20

2014

30

20

2015

30

20

Master, PhDs and post-doc:
1 funded Post-doc in 2012-13
Links with other workpackages:
All WPs

